Biofacelift
The Biofacelift is a methodology for Aesthetic Bioregulation that reduces wrinkles and
regenerates tired and aging skin. The method removes the negative impact of
metabolic and environmental stressors, prompts detoxification of skin and stimulates
fibroblasts and cellular enzymes towards increased production of collagen. Activation
of skin’s self-regulatory mechanisms and elimination of homeostatic disruption has a
surgical-facelift-like effect, resulting in a radiant facial expression. Biofacelift is a
healthy alternative or complement to aggressive aesthetic methodologies, such a
surgery or botox.

Methodology
The Biofacelift rejuvenation protocol for natural facelift and wrinkle-reduction
combines detoxifying therapeutic methodologies with Acupuncture, Mesotherapy,
massage of facial musculo-connective tissue and the lymphatic drainage technique.
The treatment frequently involves additional therapeutic measures, such as specific
dietary recommendations, supplementations or facial isometric exercises. The
method has been developed by Dr Damir A Shakambet, MD.
Facial Acupuncture involves insertion of very fine needles into specific acupuncture
points, which have an energising effect that contributes to the overall rejuvenation of
the skin.
Aesthetic Mesotherapy is a method of injecting complex homeopathic remedies and
micronutrients into the skin, such as collagen or hyaluronic acid. These remedies
stimulate mitochondria and fibroblasts, which result in increased collagen
production and cellular regeneration. Electrophoresis based homeopathic
mesotherapy provides additional methodology for delivering bioregulatory agents
into subcutaneous tissue. Unlike externally applied creams, which do not cross the
skin barrier, Mesotherapy delivers therapeutic stimuli directly into the site of
metabolic action.

Musculo-connective Facial work is a delicate manual procedure that releases
increased musculo-connective tonicity of the face. It is supported by isometric
exercise protocols, which additionally help soften facial wrinkles.
Facial Lymphatic Drainage Massage aims to remove embedded toxins and metabolic
waste products, which contributes to rejuvenation of the skin and improves an
overall healthy and radiant facial expression.

For more information regarding Biofacelift treatments or educational courses, please
call Biomedic Centre or contact us via inquiry@biomedic.co.uk
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